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Apr 2006 295 0 0 73 XmlSolution 48 WebHome 46 WebStatistics 34 WebNotify 18 WebChanges 16 UseCases 14 WebPreferences...
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TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch. Please note that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...
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IN PROGRESS DCACHE FNAL (as of October 26th, 2007) 1. srmStatusOfGetRequest returns an inconsistent return code at request level This has been FIXED : URGENT...
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Test executed with GFAL report gfal: Test of GFAL Test StoRM GFAL.pdf: Test on the interaction StoRM/GFAL using the file protocol Test executed with lcg...
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Welcome to the home of TWiki.SRMDev. This is a web based collaboration area for people working actively in SRM Development. These pages are complementary to that of...
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Issues in the SRM v2.2 clarified during the WLCG Workshop on Jan. 22 26, 2007 In what follows we list the issues and agreements for the SRM v2.2 specifications that...
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Issues in the SRM v2.2 Specifications In what follows we list the issues found in the SRM v2.2 specifications that are published here. 1. SRM DONE is not used...
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Issues in the SRM v2.2 Specifications (Sept. 2006 Edition) In what follows we list the issues found in the SRM v2.2 specifications that are published here....
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TWiki’s SRMDev web The web for users, groups and offices. TWiki is an Enterprise Collaboration Platform.
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What is an SRM SRM’s provide an API to manage storage resources on the Grid. They provide a consistent service orientated API which is common to Mass Storage Systems...
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Requirements Optional fields in messages Possible extensions to messages Version compatibility Example description As an example we take the srmPrepareToPut...
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SRMDev Web Preferences The following settings are web preferences of the SRMDev web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in ., and...
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/ SRMDev The web for users, groups and offices. TWiki is an Enterprise Collaboration Platform.
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This is a subscription service to be automatically notified by e mail when topics change in this SRMDev web. This is a convenient service, so you do not have to...
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See also the faster WebTopicList
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See also the verbose WebIndex.
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TWeeeder info for SRMDev Total Number of topics: 18 0 Topics updated during the last 7 days Days Web Topic Date 0 Topics updated during the...
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